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Une église cathare - Julien Roche 2005
Une Eglise cathare... Dans cet ouvrage
fondamental, julien Roche nous conte donc la vie
d'une Eglise chrétienne exemplaire, organisée,
hiérarchisée, une Eglise vivante durant les
années de liberté et jusque sous la persécution.
Il nous propose de suivre les chemins parcourus
par les bons hommes cathares, de Carcassonne à
Narbonne ou Béziers. Il nous amène au cœur
des foyers, au cœur des castra, ces villages
fortifiés où cette Eglise véritable s'enracina et
s'épanouit, avant d'y mourir peu à peu sous les
coups des croisés puis de l'Inquisition. Il s'agit là
d'un travail essentiel qui ne laisse rien au
hasard, puisque même les sources sont passées
au crible et décryptées. Riche d'enseignements,
ce beau livre nous fait approcher au plus près
possible de la réalité de ce temps. Il redonne vie
et parole aux hommes et aux femmes, Bons
Chrétiens ou simples croyants, qui composèrent
cette Eglise. Et il rend aussi toute son existence
historique à cette Eglise elle-même, morte dans
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les bûchers ou les prisons de l'Inquisition. En ce
sens, cet ouvrage était nécessaire : il apparaît
aujourd'hui comme exemplaire et novateur.
Crusaders and Heretics, 12th-14th Centuries Malcolm Barber 1995
These articles seek to understand the attitudes
and reactions of medieval society to both
external threat and internal dissension, whether
real or imagined. The crusaders encompass the
Templars and the Knights of St Lazarus,
members of military orders committed to the
cause of perpetual battle for the faith; more
reluctant secular knights urged into the
complicated conflicts of Latin Greece by the
papacy; and peasant enthusiasts from northern
France, ultimately turning their frustration on
the clergy and the Jews. Heretics range from
Cathars, real opponents of the Church, to the
lepers, imaginary subverters of society, allegedly
in league with the two other perceived enemies
of Western Christendom, the Jews and the
Muslims.
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The Medieval Cult of Saint Dominic of Silos Anthony Lappin 2002
Lucas, the garrulous bishop of Tuy, included the
thaumaturgy of Saint Dominic of Silos as one of
the glories of Spain in his mid-thirteenth-century
account of the Peninsula's history. This study
examines the rise to prominence of one of the
most important of saints' cults in Medieval Spain
and its development throughout the Middle
Ages. It interrogates neglected texts such as the
late eleventh-century Vita Dominici Exiliensis
and the late thirteenth-century Miraculos
romancados (as well as artistic representations
and works written outside Silos), and places the
more widely known Vida de Santo Domingo by
Gonzalo de Berceo (c. 1260) in a new light by
firmly fixing its presentation of the saint within
the development of the cult. Dominic's
veneration became centred upon his role in
freeing captives, and a study of this phenomenon
provides a focus on the frontier and its settlers
through their devotion to the saint, as well as
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illuminating their view of their Muslim
adversaries. This is not the only centre of
interest in the book, and a variety of approaches
are employed to draw as round a picture as
possible of the functioning of this saint's cult,
from analysis of the manuscript traditions of the
various works discussed to a consideration of the
anthropology of Silos as a pilgrimage centre. All
quotations are given in both Latin or Romance
with an English translation.
The Hospitaller State on Rhodes and Its Western
Provinces, 1306-1462 - Anthony Luttrell 1999
This fourth collection of Dr Luttrell's studies on
the military order of the Hospital concerns its
activities on the island of Rhodes, acquired
between 1306 and 1310, where it struggled to
contain the naval aggression of the Anatolian
Turks and to settle the island and organise its
society and economy. At the same time it had to
exploit its Cypriot possessions and its European
provinces in order to secure the manpower and
resources needed to sustain its Eastern
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activities. The author has spent over 40 years
working in the Hospital's archives on Malta and
elsewhere throughout the West, studying the
Hospitallers' military and naval affairs, their
spiritual and medical activities, and the
organisation of their Western priories and
commanderies. These studies illustrate the
workings of an extensive multi-national
corporation dedicated to the defence of
Christendom.
International Medieval Bibliography - 2002
Deutsches Archiv für Erforschung des
Mittelalters - 2001
Index Islamicus - 2000
Crusaders, Cathars and the Holy Places Bernard Hamilton 2018-12-17
First published in 1999, this volume emerged as
part of the Collected Studies series and features
studies authored by Bernard Hamilton over a
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period of twenty years, all of which deal with
relations between Western Europe and the
neighbouring civilizations in the Eastern
Mediterranean during the 12th and 13th
centuries. The first set examines the kind of
society which developed in the Crusader States
(including three essays on women and Queens),
and the attitude of western settlers to the
Byzantine Empire, eastern Christian churches
and the Islamic world. Further essays deal with
the impact on Western Europe of Christian
dualist heresy which had its roots in the Balkans
and Armenia, and perhaps ultimately in Persia.
The final group centres around the Holy Places,
whose liberation was the raison d’etre of the
crusade movement. They examine how the
Western Church administered these shrines, the
way in which they shaped western piety during
the time of crusader rule, and how the cult of the
Holy Places developed in the Western Church
after they had been recaptured by Islam. Each
article’s original citation information is included,
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along with the original page numbers and
pagination.
The Crusades and Latin Monasticism, 11th-12th
Centuries - Herbert Edward John Cowdrey 1999
The essays in this book relate to two major
aspects of the nature and effects of the reforms
that radically changed the Western church
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The
first is the emergence of the Crusades in so far
as they developed under papal direction. Special
attention is paid to the transformation in
Western attitudes to warfare which occurred at
this time. Secondly, the author discusses
developments in the monastic order, looking in
particular at Cluniac, Carthusian and Cistercian
monasticism and the political, social and legal
aspects of this process.
The Cathars and the Albigensian Crusade Catherine Léglu 2013-11-12
The Cathars and the Albigensian Crusade brings
together a rich and diverse range of medieval
sources to examine key aspects of the growth of
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heresy and dissent in southern France in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries and the
Church’s response to that threat through the
subsequent authorisation of the Albigensian
crusade. Aimed at students and scholars alike,
the documents it discusses – papal letters,
troubadour songs, contemporary chronicles in
Latin and the vernacular, and inquisitorial
documents – reflect a deeper perception of
medieval heresy and the social, political and
religious implications of crusading than has
hitherto been possible. The reader is introduced
to themes which are crucial to our
understanding of the medieval world: ideologies
of crusading and holy war, the complex nature of
Catharism, the Church’s implementation of
diverse strategies to counter heresy, the growth
of papal inquisition, southern French counterstrategies of resistance and rebellion, and the
uses of Latin and the vernacular to express
regional and cultural identity. This timely and
highly original collection not only brings
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together previously unexplored and in some
cases unedited material, but provides a nuanced
and multi-layered view of the religious, social
and political dimensions of one of the most
infamous conflicts of the High Middle Ages. This
book is a valuable resource for all students,
teachers and researchers of medieval history
and the crusades.
Forthcoming Books - Rose Arny 2000
The French of Outremer - Laura K. Morreale
2018-04-10
The establishment of feudal principalities in the
Levant in the wake of the First Crusade
(1095-1099) saw the beginning of a centurieslong process of conquest and colonization of
lands in the eastern Mediterranean by Frenchspeaking Europeans. This book examines
different aspects of the life and literary culture
associated with this French-speaking society. It
is the first study of the crusades to bring
questions of language and culture so intimately
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into conversation. Taking an interdisciplinary
approach to the study of the crusader
settlements in the Levant, this book emphasizes
hybridity and innovation, the movement of words
and people across boundaries, seas and
continents, and the negotiation of identity in a
world tied partly to Europe but thoroughly
embedded in the Mediterranean and Levantine
context.
Medieval Mysteries - Karen Ralls 2014-03-01
Journey into twelve of the world’s favorite
medieval mysteries and cross the threshold into
the world of the High Middle Ages. From
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales to Umberto Eco’s
Name of the Rose to Dan Brown’s bestselling
The Da Vinci Code, the medieval period
continues to intrigue, inspire, entertain, and
fascinate many today. This is a book for the
general reader and specialist alike, Medieval
expert, former Rosslyn Chapel museum
exhibition curator, and bestselling author Dr.
Karen Ralls guides the reader through the key
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historical facts, legends and lore, affiliated
places, and major symbolism of 12 popular
medieval enigmas, providing a lively
introductory portal which includes some of the
lesser-known, sidelined, or unacknowledged
aspects of each of these enduring topics. The
story of each subject comes alive as never
before, providing a solid introduction for all
readers as well as further suggested resources
for teachers and researchers. Also included are
photographs, a recommended reading section,
maps, a list of the key major sites associated
with each topic, and a full bibliography. Topics
covered include: King Arthur, Merlin, and
Glastonbury The Grail Quest Mary Magdalene
The real meaning of Black Madonnas The
Knights Templar, the Cathars, and Rosslyn
Chapel Medieval Guides and Troubadours
Heresy and Heretics
Revue d'histoire ecclésiastique - 2001
Each vol. includes an annual bibliography;
1915-20 consist of bibliography only.
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Crusaders and Settlers in the Latin East Jonathan Riley-Smith 2008
Reflects Jonathan Riley-Smith's work as a
historian, which began with research on the
history of the military orders. This book covers
the political and constitutional history of the
kingdom of Jerusalem and the relations of the
western settlers with the indigenous population
of Palestine and Syria.
Books in Print - 1991
Racisms - Francisco Bethencourt 2015-09-15
A groundbreaking history of racism Racisms is
the first comprehensive history of racism, from
the Crusades to the twentieth century.
Demonstrating that there is not one continuous
tradition of racism, Francisco Bethencourt
shows that racism preceded any theories of race
and must be viewed within the prism and
context of social hierarchies and local
conditions. In this richly illustrated book,
Bethencourt argues that in its various aspects,
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all racism has been triggered by political
projects monopolizing specific economic and
social resources. Racisms focuses on the
Western world, but opens comparative views on
ethnic discrimination and segregation in Asia
and Africa. Bethencourt looks at different forms
of racism, and explores instances of
enslavement, forced migration, and ethnic
cleansing, while analyzing how practices of
discrimination and segregation were defended.
This is a major interdisciplinary work that moves
away from ideas of linear or innate racism and
recasts our understanding of interethnic
relations.
The Journal of Medieval and Early Modern
Studies - 2001
Burchards Bericht über den Orient - Christiane
M. Thomsen 2018-01-09
Im Zentrum des Buches steht ein Reisebericht
über Ägypten und Syrien, welcher 1175/1176 im
Kontext einer Legation im Auftrag Friedrichs I.
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zu Sultan Saladin entstanden sein soll. Weitere
Hinweise zu der Gesandtschaft liegen nicht vor,
über den Autor Burchard von Straßburg ist
wenig bekannt, auch scheint der Inhalt des
Berichts zunächst fragwürdig. Ob es sich
tatsächlich um authentische Beobachtungen und
um das Produkt einer Gesandtschaftsreise
handelt, wird hier nun eingehend geprüft. Die
Untersuchung liefert eine kritische Edition des
Berichtes und eine genaue Textanalyse. Die
Reiseroute von Genua über Alexandria, Kairo,
Matariya, Damaskus, Saidnaya und wieder
zurück wird akribisch nachvollzogen. Im
Vergleich mit muslimischen Parallel- und
Vergleichsquellen treten die spezifischen
Informationen dieses bislang wenig beachteten
Dokumentes zutage. In einer Phase sich
wandelnder Herrschaftsverhältnisse im
Mittelmeerraum machte der Bericht neues und
brauchbares Wissen verfügbar. Er zeugt zudem
von einem intensiven Austausch zwischen
Muslimen und Christen jenseits religiöser oder
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kultureller Polemik. Behandelt werden im Buch
zudem der politische Kontext, die Funktion des
Berichts sowie seine Rezeption während des
Fünften Kreuzzuges.
Christians and Christianity in the Holy Land
- Ora Limor 2006
"This volume fills a major desideratum in
historical scholarship on the religious history of
the Holy Land. It presents a synthesis of our
knowledge of the history of Christianity and the
various churches that coexisted there from the
beginnings of Christianity to the fall of the
Crusader Kingdoms. It also offers analytical
studies of major topics and problems. While the
first part is organized chronologically, the
second follows a thematic plan, dealing with the
major themes pertaining to the topic, from
various points of view and covering several
disciplinary fields: history, theology,
archaeology, and art history. The volume
represents the outcome of an international
project initiated by Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi of
crusaders-cathars-and-the-holy-places-variorum-collected-studies

Jerusalem, and the contributors are expertsin
their fields."--BOOK JACKET.
Warriors and Their Weapons Around the Time of
the Crusades - David Nicolle 2002
The technological relationship between the three
main civilizations of the Western world Byzantium, the Islamic world and the West most particularly in the area of arms, armour
and military technology is a field of research for
which Dr Nicolle is noted. This volume deals
principally with Western Europe and Byzantium,
which for many centuries learnt from the
Muslims in these matters; several articles also
focus on military interactions in the Crusader
states. The work draws upon both written and
archaeological sources, but above all makes use
of the depictions of war and military equipment
in contemporary art to examine the
interconnections across the medieval world.
Heilige und Heiden im legendarischen Erzählen
des 13. Jahrhunderts - Felix Prautzsch
2021-03-08
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Formen und Funktionen des legendarischen
Erzählens rücken in den letzten Jahren verstärkt
in den Fokus der mediävistischen Forschung,
wobei zumeist die Figur des oder der Heiligen
im Zentrum steht. Nicht systematisch untersucht
worden ist hingegen der Umstand, dass das
Erzählen von Heiligen sich häufig mit dem
Heidentum auseinandersetzt und viele Heilige
gerade durch diese Auseinandersetzung ihr
charakteristisches Profil gewinnen. Diese Lücke
füllt die vorliegende Arbeit, wenn sie anhand
eines breiten Korpus von lateinischen und
volkssprachigen Legenden des 13. Jahrhunderts
(vor allem aus ›Legenda aurea‹ und ›Passional‹,
dazu etliche Einzellegenden auch aus dem
höfischen Kontext) nach dem Zusammenhang
von christlichen Heiligkeitsmodellen und der
Aushandlung des religiösen Gegensatzes zum
Heidentum fragt. Martyrium, Krieg und
Konversion erweisen sich dabei als
grundlegende Formen narrativer wie diskursiver
Selbstvergewisserung des Christentums, die im
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kulturgeschichtlichen Zusammenhang der
Kreuzzüge sowie der Neubegründung der
Mission eine spezifische Aktualisierung erfahren
– ein wichtiger Beitrag zur Bedeutung
legendarischer Texte für die christliche
Identitätsbildung und die religiöse Kultur des
Mittelalters.
Popes and Church Reform in the 11th Century Herbert Edward John Cowdrey 2000
The essays in this volume centre upon the epochmaking papacy of Gregory VII (1073-85), and
complement the author's major study of the
pope. They look at the formation and expression
of Gregory's ideas, notably in relation to simony
and clerical chastity, and emphasise his religious
motivation; attention is also given to the impact
of his pontificate on the Anglo-Norman lands and
Scandinavia. The book further includes extended
discussion of the contrasting figure of Lanfranc,
Archbishop of Canterbury (1070-89), and of the
complex question of the interaction between him
and Pope Gregory.
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American Book Publishing Record
Cumulative 2000 - R R Bowker Publishing
2001-03
Bibliographia Franciscana - 2001
The Cathars - Malcolm Barber 2017-10-03
In the second half of the twelfth century, the
Catholic Church became convinced that dualist
heresy was taking root within Christian society
and that it was particularly strong in southern
France. The nature and extent of this heresy and
the reaction of the Church to the perceived
threat have been the focus of extensive research
since the mid-nineteenth century, research
which has become especially intense in the last
decade. Malcolm Barber's second edition of The
Cathars (which first appeared in 2000) brings
readers up-to-date with the challenges to
previous conclusions of recent scholarship. At
the same time, the wider implications of the
subject remain relevant, most importantly the
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fundamental questions raised by the belief in the
existence of evil, the ethical problems presented
by the use of coercion to suppress forms of
dissent believed to threaten the social and
religious fabric, and the distortion of the past to
underpin present-day policies and arguments.
The Crusades and the Military Orders - Zsolt
Hunyadi 2001-01-01
Proceedings of a conference on a theme, the 34
essays by specialists from 15 countries prevent
various facets of the struggles waged for the
possession of the Holy Land between the 10th
and 13th centuries, and of the activities of the
military orders elsewhere in Europe.
Early Church Architectural Forms - Susan
Balderstone 2007
Le français au Levant, jadis et naguère Cyril Aslanov 2006
Just Wars, Holy Wars, and Jihads - Sohail H.
Hashmi 2012-07-03
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Just Wars, Holy Wars, and Jihads explores the
development of Christian, Muslim, and Jewish
thinking on just war, holy war, and jihad over
the past fourteen centuries.
The Crusades, the Kingdom of Sicily, and
the Mediterranean - James M. Powell 2007
This collection of studies by James M. Powell
focuses on two related centers of attention. The
first is the crusade campaigns undertaken by
western Europeans in the eastern
Mediterranean during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, the reasons for them, and the manner
in which they were organized and promoted. The
second is the society, economy and Muslim
population of the Kingdom of Sicily under
Frederick II, himself a crusader.
Monastic Reform, Catharism, and the Crusades,
(900-1300) - Bernard Hamilton 1979
The Crusades - Alan V. Murray 2006
Publisher description
The Roman Inquisition - Katherine Aron-Beller
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2018-01-22
This is the first inquisitorial study that analyses
the working relationship between the
headquarters of the Inquisition in early modern
Rome, the Sacred Congregation and its
peripheral inquisitorial tribunals in Italy.
Postcolonial Moves - P. Ingham 2003-03-04
Much theoretical and historical work engaged
with the question of the "postcolonial" is built
upon an imagined, unified premodern "Middle
Ages" in Europe. One of the results of this has
been that in recent years scholars in medieval
and early modern studies have been critically
assessing the uses of postcolonial and subaltern
theoretical perspectives in their fields, and
considering what their periods have to say to
postcolonial theorists. This book offers a series
of original essays that explore with specificity
the methodological, textual, cultural, and
historiographic moves required for postcolonial
engagements with premodern times.
The Perfect Heresy - Stephen O'Shea 2001
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A shattering chronicle of the life and death of
the Cathar movement -- one of Western
civilization's great tragedies. At the beginning of
the 13th century, the Cathars, a group of
heretical Christians, thrived across what is now
southern France, but was then a patchwork of
city states and principalities beholden to neither
king nor bishop. The Cathars held revolutionary
beliefs that threatened the authority of the
Catholic Church as well as the legitimacy of
feudal law: they thought the idea of Hell, indeed
the entire metaphysic constructed by the
Church, to be a sham; they rejected all
sacraments, including marriage; they thought
private property an absurd notion and that all
things worldly were corrupt; they gave women
religious status equal to men. Though they lived
peacefully, the Cathars growing influence
enraged a Catholic Church that was flexing its
muscle after decades of weakness, and its
powerful Pope, Innocent III. The Church
recruited the forces of France, eager to expand
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her territory to the south, and systematically
attacked the Cathars in crusades between 1209
and 1229. By the time the wars were over, the
map of Europe had been rearranged, and the
Inquisition -- unleashed. Full of colourful and
passionate personalities, The Perfect Heresy
sheds new light on the 13th century and on the
timelessness of religious intolerance.
Fortification and Settlement in Crusader
Palestine - Denys Pringle 2000
These studies examine the physical remains of
Frankish settlement in Palestine in the 12th and
13th centuries. In recent years the view that
Frankish settlement was largely confined to the
fortified urban centres and castles, with few
westerners venturing into the open countryside,
has come to be challenged in the light of new
archaeological evidence and re-examination of
the sources. The present studies contribute to an
understanding of the nature of Frankish
settlement by illustrating aspects of the
relationship between fortification and
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settlement: in particular, the role of castles and
towers in promoting settlement and providing
both security and domestic accommodation; the
relationship between castles, towers and other
semi-fortified rural structures; the physical
planning of the new towns established by the
canons of the Holy Sepulchre; the measures
undertaken to defend urban settlements; and the
contribution that town walls and castles made to
the security of the kingdom.
Norman Kings of Sicily and the Rise of the AntiIslamic Critique - Joshua C. Birk 2017-01-11
This book is an investigative study of Christian
and Islamic relations in the kingdom of Sicily
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. It has
three objectives. First, it establishes how and
why the Norman rulers of Sicily, all of whom
were Christians, incorporated Muslim soldiers,
farmers, scholars, and bureaucrats into the
formation of their own royal identities and came
to depend on their Muslim subjects to project
and enforce their political power. Second, it
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examines how the Islamic influence within the
Sicilian court drew little scrutiny, and even less
criticism, from intellectuals in the wider world of
Latin Christendom during the time period.
Finally, it contextualizes and explains the
eventual emergence of Christian popular
violence against Muslims in Sicily in the latter
half of the twelfth century and the evolution of a
wider discourse of anti-Islamic sentiment
throughout Western Europe.
Medieval Boundaries - Sharon Kinoshita
2013-03-01
In Medieval Boundaries, Sharon Kinoshita
examines the role of cross-cultural contact in
twelfth- and early thirteenth-century French
literature. Starting from the observation that
many of the earliest and best-known works of
the French literary tradition are set on or
beyond the borders of the French-speaking
world, she reads the Chanson de Roland, the lais
of Marie de France, and a variety of other texts
in an expanded geographical frame that includes
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the Iberian peninsula, the Welsh marches, and
the eastern Mediterranean. In Kinoshita's
reconceptualization of the geographical and
cultural boundaries of the medieval West, such
places become significant not only as sites of
conflict but also as spaces of intense political,
economic, and cultural negotiation. An
important contribution to the emerging field of
medieval postcolonialism, Kinoshita's work
explores the limitations of reading the literature
of the French Middle Ages as an inevitable link
in the historical construction of modern
discourses of Orientalism, colonialism, race, and
Christian-Muslim conflict. Rather, drawing on
recent historical and art historical scholarship,
Kinoshita uncovers a vernacular culture at odds
with official discourses of crusade and conquest.
Situating each work in its specific context, she
brings to light the lived experiences of the
knights and nobles for whom this literature was
first composed and—in a series of close readings
informed by postcolonial and feminist
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theory—demonstrates that literary
representations of cultural encounters often
provided the pretext for questioning the most
basic categories of medieval identity. Awarded
honorable mention for the 2007 Modern
Language Association Aldo and Jeanne Scaglione
Prize for French and Francophone Studies
Cathars - Sean Martin 2012-02-03
Catharism was the most successful heresy of the
Middle Ages. Flourishing principally in the
Languedoc and Italy, the Cathars taught that the
world is evil and must be transcended through a
simple life of prayer, work, fasting, and nonviolence. They believed themselves to be the
heirs of the true heritage of Christianity going
back to apostolic times, and completely rejected
the Catholic Church and all its trappings,
regarding it as the Church of Satan. Cathar
services and ceremonies, by contrast, were held
in fields, barns, and in people's homes. Finding
support from the nobility in the fractious
political situation in southern France, the
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Cathars also found widespread popularity among
peasants and artisans. And, unlike the Church,
the Cathars respected women; they played a
major role in the movement. Alarmed at the
success of Catharism, the Church founded the
Inquisition and launched the Albigensian
Crusade to exterminate the heresy. While
previous Crusades had been directed against
Muslims in the Middle East, the Albigensian
Crusade was the first Crusade to be directed
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against fellow Christians, and was also the first
European genocide. With the fall of the Cathar
fortress of Montségur in 1244, Catharism was
largely obliterated, although the faith survived
into the early fourteenth century. Today, the
mystique surrounding the Cathars is as strong as
ever, and Sean Martin recounts their story and
the myths associated with them in this lively and
gripping book.
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